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10 September 2007
I’ve been home for several weeks now. I’ve

Togo, West Africa, where I served as a Girls
Education and Empowerment volunteer with Peace

been to the movies. I’ve been to the supermarket. I’ve

Corps and then as a visual media consultant for an

walked the family dog through the reserve behind my

HIV/AIDS NGO. I returned from that experience

parent’s house. I’ve also tried to write a word or two

just over three weeks ago.

about everything that has happened until this point.
"Tried" is the key word. How does one

While taking another short walk through the
Case Mountain Recreation Area behind my parent’s

condense one-million profound sensory experiences into

house, I was struck by a profound barrier between

the confines of a shorter story? Well, I would like to be

myself and the world around me.

a published writer some day, so here it goes.
Do you remember the day you got your braces

As anyone can assess, I love the outdoors. I ski
in the winter and hike whenever I can. I have always

removed from the enamel on your teeth? If you do,

had a deep, indescribable connection to wilderness.

then you remember what it felt like to run your tongue

The body and mind are extensions of nature and not

over your brace-free whites. It was an odd, smooth,

apart from it. In a bumper-sticker sense, I prefer to

and, for a time, wild sensation. Yes, soon the jolt

live in the world and not on it.

simmered to normal, but in that moment something

So, there I was, taking a short walk on my

extraordinary happened: you gained back something

native soil, but still feeling like I was in a foreign land.

that you didn’t realize you had lost.

I had expected supermarket produce to strike me. I

In 2003, I walked the Appalachian Trail from

had expected Hollywood special effects to overwhelm

Georgia to Maine. The six-month journey ushered in

me. But, I suddenly found myself estranged on a basic,

a good deal of insight and inspired me to pursue

spiritual level. This was something I had not expected

International Development. One year later, I flew to

to forfeit.
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This journal will document this reconnection

these other drivers. While we were not destined for the

and to America. In the photos I select and words I

same location, we were going in the same direction. In

write, I will detail this search and discovery. I invite

each second that passed we left the same stretch of

you to read on and walk with me. Together, we’ll hike

geography behind us. Regardless of our motivations,

the full 272 miles of Vermont’s Long Trail from the

we were moving. We were not standing still.

Canadian border to northern Massachusetts.

Togo crept back into my mind. It was what I
was leaving behind. I watched as it slid backward like

20 September 2007
John drove me to the bus station. Traffic along

I have long lived in this moment. I have

I-84 wasn’t as heavy as it generally was. We were both

dreamt of beginning this journey as much as I have

pleased. More so my brother, as he had a job

conjured snap-shots from within it. The heavy,

interview beyond Hartford. John dropped me off,

periodic depression I felt overseas was merely a

wished me luck in his usual, detached manner, then

gauze that hindered this viewing of cars and trucks

sped toward his appointment. I wondered if he needed

rolling along the interstate.

to walk the trail more than I did.
Inside the bus terminal, a woman asked me for

There are times when you may feel like a
prisoner to your environment and unable to break

help. She had just purchased a bagel from the donut

free. You go through days and months guarding some

kiosk, but felt guilty at eating the entire ring. “Cream

avenue of personal truth. No one knows what you

cheese is too deliciously fattening," she said, offering

need but you. No one can debate, steal, or destroy

me half of it, without charge. I graciously accepted.

your needs.

The bus pulled into port and no sooner left.

The bus docked in Burlington, Vermont in the

There was a man about my age several rows ahead of

mid-afternoon. I stored my pack at a local outfitter.

me. His body was quite illustrated, most notably was a

Outfitters sell gear, food, and give advice to outdoor

tattoo of dolphins swimming in a circle on the back of

enthusiasts. In some communities, these retailers

his neck. What struck me as odd was his clothing. He

transform into venerable Elks Lodges for climbers,

wore a black T-shirt glittering with gold dollar signs

paddlers, and hikers.

encapsulated by Superman-like pentagons.
Automobiles along I-91 drew close, moved
ahead, and fell behind the bus. I somehow felt close to
4

blurred landscape.

I walked weightless through downtown. I
purchased a sandwich at a natural foods store and

visited the library to check email.
I passed through a park where adolescent boys

The Hartwell House is tucked away in a
residential part of town. You wouldn’t know it was a

played football while adolescent girls appeared

bed and breakfast until you stepped through the front

uninterested. I stopped at an overlook of Lake

door. The owners, Linda and Joe, and I got along

Champlain. The dark mass of a ferry crossed the

famously. We chatted about politics and swapped

water under exiting sunlight. I returned to the outfitter

travel stories. Linda and Joe were in Budapest during

to retrieve my pack then took in a movie.

the fiftieth anniversary of independence from

Two hours later, I walked through downtown

Communism. They witnessed riots in the capital and

Burlington again. I wanted to see what the rest of

gatherings of elders in small towns. Joe even spoke at

America was doing on a Thursday night. The country

one such meeting. He also told me that one of his

behaved normally; active in restaurants, bars, and

family members plans to visit Togo or Ghana this

clubs. It was not hard to remind myself of what I was

coming summer.

here to accomplish.

In the living room, I pulled out my camera and
was able to capture Linda and Joe together. A picture

21 September 2007
Love and experience are wonderfully perplexing

tells a thousand words.
I then telephoned an old friend. Mary, a.k.a.

concepts to ponder while lying in wait for sleep. These

Windtalker, hiked much of the Appalachian Trail

ideas were the core of a late-night pow-wow between

alongside me. She left at the midpoint to serve in

Kathy and I. We met while working as wilderness

Peace Corps on one of Fiji’s islands. She’s now

therapy guides in New Hampshire’s White Mountains

earning a masters from UVM. Mary and I caught up

before I entered Peace Corps. Kathy has since become

over beers before dining at the house of a fellow

a close friend who happened to have a spare bed thirty

graduate student. I marveled at the taste of chocolate

miles north of Burlington.

cookies infused with cayenne pepper.

Kathy and I drove back into Burlington this
morning, where she is a graduate student at the

I returned to the Hartwell House at a decent
hour. Tomorrow night I will be on the Long Trail.

University of Vermont. We split up, but reunited for
lunch. She then drove me to my lodging for the
evening. We said good-bye, but the ritual was rushed
as she was late for class. I know I’ll see her again.
5
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Linda and Joe of The Hartwell House

Bob Beerworth and Camry Eight

22 September 2007
Eight o’clock. I showered, took breakfast, and
packed up. I spoke with my hosts a final time before

professional life at Pratt & Whitney in Connecticut. At
that time, he lived in the town of Rockville.
Manchester, my hometown, shares a border.

boarding a city bus. I rode downtown and ran several

The first car Bob bought after military service

errands. I purchased cigars, a hip flask, and science

is the only make and model he has ever owned. He has

fiction paperbacks from a used bookstore. I also

had a total of eight Toyota Camry in his lifetime.

bought a collection of essays by Ralph Waldo Emerson.
Two o’clock. I parked myself for another

Bob likes to fly airplanes. Once while trying to
land a Cesna in Venice, Florida, he discovered the sky

rendezvous. Not five minutes later, my escort to the

was clogged with students. Bob tried to communicate

northern terminus of the Long Trail approached me.

with them to procure a safe landing, but all that came

He introduced himself as Bob.

back over the radio was an unknown language. Bob

The terminus, or beginning point of the trail, is

did manage to land and noticed the students were

situated on the Canadian border, a two-hour drive

foreigners flying without instructors. Livid, Bob wrote

northeast of Burlington. The surrounding area is fairly

a formal complaint to the FAA. Later that year, when

remote. There are no buses, no taxis, and not all roads

Bob saw those same students again, it was on the

are paved.

television as the faces of the 9/11 hijackers.

Through the Green Mountain Club and its

Bob shares his life experiences openly. We took

members, I had arranged transportation from

a detour and ventured to the base of Jay Peak ski

Burlington to the terminus. The price for the service

area. Bob pointed out the new golf course that he

was right and the company along the way had me

helped build. He then passed his home. He owns three

forget I was even paying.

lots and has build two homes. His daughter and

Bob Beerworth doesn’t drive much in the city.

grandson live next to him and his wife. A little farther

This proved to be true as we cleanly left Burlington

up the road, Bob pointed out where his grandfather

city limits only to discover we had gone in the wrong

lived.

direction. We backtracked and ran two red lights. Bob

He then drove down a dirt road. Camry

wasn’t shaken, nor was I. He was confident behind the

number eight bottomed-out, but Bob continued on

wheel of his Toyota Camry.

until we reached the end of the line.

Bob is 79 years-old. He served in the Navy
during the Korean War and worked much of his

I took a few photographs of Bob. He stood
stoic and strong as the shutter clicked.
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We shook hands. He gave me his telephone
number, offering a place to stay during the ski season.
Bob turned his car around and drove out of

I hoofed a quarter-mile to a cement marker
and a clear-cut swath. This was the Canadian border.
I stole snapshots from my northern neighbor. I then

sight. I was alone, surrounded by wilderness. Darkness

turned and walked not ten yards to a wooden plaque

approached. I cinched my pack and walked toward

hammered high into a tree. It stated that I was now

my camp for the evening. I had arrived.

beginning Vermont’s 272-mile Long Trail. I tapped
the sign with a hiking pole and began the walk south.

23 September 2007
I awoke at Journey’s End Camp. It was a

green. I had expected more color. Terrain turned out

perfect, autumn day. The sun was warm, the sky blue,

to be technical with many wet roots and exposed

and the wind cool and crisp. I ate oatmeal, drank hot

rocks. I followed a spur to a lookout atop Carleton

chocolate, and munched on the remainder of a vegan

Mountain. The tram house of Jay Peak ski area lay in

chocolate chip cookie. I didn’t know it was vegan

the distance.

when I bought it, but the choice turned out to be
surprisingly rich. I cleaned my pots, visited the privy
or outhouse, purified several liters of water, and
packed up.
Inside the lodge, I signed the register. Along the

I love nothing more than to look upon a distant
summit with knowledge that I will soon be there.
What I love more than that, though, is that my
path to that summit remains out of sight. All that I
could see from atop Carleton was a carpet of treetops.

trail there are three-sided structures called shelters and

I know that I’ll reach to my destination, but just how

four-sided structures called lodges available to hikers as

I’ll get there remains a mystery. And once at my

accommodations. Within these makeshift residences,

destination, I’ll look back at where I’ve been and I’ll

there typically are notebooks or journals that allow

be unable to see how I got there.

visitors to note the date on which they passed followed

I passed parents with young children on my

by a word or two. Entries range from a mere greeting

first, full trail day. They were all laughing, enjoying

to an illustration to an emotionally-charged essay. I

the outing.

wrote of my eagerness to begin my adventure. I signed

Wilderness is an important component to any

it, but didn’t write my name. Instead, I chose an alias.

childhood. It serves the soul better than modern

For now, I would be known as "The Man With No

distractions.

Name."
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Leaves on nearly every tree were considerably

Morning at Journey's End Camp

The Canadian border
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Jay Peak tram house -- where I'm going

Jay Peak tram house -- where I've been

I am just off the trail, actively writing and

He sped ahead, but we met again during lunch

snacking on energy bars. I still have more to hike

at the Laurel Woodward Shelter. I snacked, drank

before dinner. It’s time to move and groove.

water mixed with Gatorade, and massaged my feet.
I pushed on and found myself on a Jay Peak ski

24 September 2007
I spent last night at Shooting Star Shelter. Sleep

trail. The tram house, where cable cars deposit skiers,
loomed above. Even though I had just stopped for

wasn’t the best. I returned to consciousness with the

lunch, I took off my boots and massaged my feet

image of a large, furry animal next to me. There was

again. They weren’t used to my pack’s weight, not to

no bear next to me, but I did check my food bag. It

mention the fact that I had been wearing sandals just

hung where I left it.

about everyday for the passed three years.

Many hikers carry light, strong cord lengths of

On the ascent of Jay I had an interesting

twenty-five to thirty feet for use as “bear rope." This

encounter. When I heard it, there was just rustling in

rope is tossed over a sturdy tree limb at a considerable

the trees. At first I though it a squirrel, but it didn’t

distance from the trunk and ground. Food bags are

even have the grace of a deer. I then thought it to be

tied to one end, hoisted into the air, and the excess

hikers traveling with a dog, but hopes for a pooch

rope is tied to a neighboring tree.

vanished when I caught a glimpse of its size.

I foolishly removed my bear rope when
downsizing at Kathy’s place. Upon this discovery, I

It was a black bear.
I froze. The animal was no more than twenty

decided to hang my rations inside the shelter. At least

yards away. Awe instinctively vanished. Action set in.

my hallucinations weren’t completely unmotivated.

I raised my arms, clicked my hiking poles and waved

I did my morning routine before hitting the

my arms. I spoke in a loud, even voice, “Hi. Hi there.

trail: eating breakfast, cleaning up, visiting the privy,

How are you? I’m right here. Hi.” The large snout

fetching water, and organizing my backpack.

and black eyes sensed me. The bulk quickly fled into

Shortly after I began I was overlapped by
another southbound thru-hiker. He introduced himself
as Mr. Photon. Mr. Photon is a high school chemistry

the forest. I wished I had my camera ready, but
hindsight only made that possible.
The tram house rattled in the wind on Jay

teacher from Wallingford, Connecticut. His children

Peak’s summit. I took photos of my immediate and

gave him his alias. Mr. Photon started today at

surrounding landscape. Another clear and beautiful

Journey’s End Camp, where I started yesterday.

autumn day.
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Sunshine began to wane. I descended quickly.

I would not like to admit it, but I am afraid of

My feet swelled painfully. I arrived at Jay Camp and

many things. Some are irrational fears, like brain-

setup my tent on a platform. I cooked dinner and

slurping zombies, while others are more rational, like

shared my bear story with Mr. Photon. He

being alone in a dark forest with only a thin-walled

appreciated the tale. I ate my hot meal under the light

tent between myself and everything else. Yet the latter

of my headlamp. No sooner was I back at my tent,

I know to be an irrational fear.

inside my sleeping bag, and fast asleep.

I think the best means of conquering childhood
leftovers is to ride out whatever it is that’s got you.

25 September 2007
I can never get enough. Never enough
photographs, never enough exchanges with wild
animals, be they tree toads, wild turkey, grouse, or

Go through the fear. Let it peak. Exercise confidence
and calm. Let it pass. Morning always comes. And
when it does, you’re vindicated.
Darkness set in and rain started to fall. I heard

garden snakes. I can never get enough glimpses of

something that sounded like a person screaming. I was

changing foliage.

not making this up. I also heard the door to the shelter

Walking, I reveled in how great life is and how

slam shut. I know I heard that. I hid the glow of my

all my hard work had now paid off. I have thoughts

headlamp behind clothing. The tense moment dragged

like this in the wilderness as a matter of course. When

on until I was exhausted. I went to bed with certainty,

without nature, my thought process can be contrary.

not prayer, that I’d make it to sunrise.

I hiked shy of six miles from Jay Camp. The
trek took longer than I had thought. I left camp rather
late, but I don’t really know as I don’t have a watch. I

What I heard last night was a human being.

arrived at Hazen’s Notch sometime in the late day. I

His name is Frogger. Frogger started yesterday at

thought of pushing to the next shelter, but decided

Journey’s End Camp and arrived at Hazen’s Notch

against it. I had made a pact with myself to walk slow

Shelter late. In poor health, he had vomited and

in the beginning for both physical and mental safety.

struggled to keep food down.

I selected a tent spot at a distance from Hazen’s
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26 September 2007

Frogger had thru-hiked the Appalachian Trail

Notch Shelter. I pitched my home and unrolled my

so I figured that he knew how to take care of himself.

sleeping bag to allow it to breathe. I fetched water and

Conversation between us, however, was short as

made dinner while massaging my feet.

Frogger took an early start on the trail.

Coming and...

going over slippery rocks and roots
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I did my routine then signed the register. I
decided that "The Man With No Name" was too long
of an alias. In keeping with the Clint Eastwood

ahead.
About an hour later, Frogger appeared behind

reference, I fancied "Pale Rider." Aliases such as Pale

me. He had tried to hitch, but retracted his thumb.

Rider, Mr. Photon, and Frogger aren’t necessary, but

Something I had said stuck with him. I expressed to

they help distinguish individuals within the long

Frogger that if he left or continued the trail, he was on

distance hiking community. There are thousands of

the right path. He was trying to sort out his issues

people named Tom, Dick, or Harry in the real world.

rather than merely slapping a Band-Aid over them.

In wilderness, you can become someone different. You

Green Mountain Club carpenters, Matt and

can be who you want to be.
I put boots to soil and reached a paved road a

Mike, were reconstructing the Tillotson Shelter with as
much wood from the original, depression-era structure

mile and a half later. Opposite the road, a glowing

as possible. New wood, hand-tools, and even a small

rock face angled toward deep, blue sky. Something else

generator were flown in at $20 per minute. Matt and

caught my eye. Frogger. Something was wrong.

Mike were not building some backwater shelter.

As he walked toward me, I searched for a

Rain began to fall. The four of us retreated into

noticeable limp or injury. There were none, but his

the work in progress. I discovered that Mike had spent

eyes were red. He asked if he could put down his pack

several months in southern Africa. We swapped stories

beside mine. I nodded. He near collapsed.

as the storm came and went. Once clear, I wished my

Frogger had been crying. He told me that he’d

friends well and hoisted my pack. I had to reach a

been struggling in his personal life. He had decided to

food drop the next morning in the town of Eden. I

turn to wilderness and God to help heal. But, he didn’t

wanted to hike several miles farther to make the

feel it was working. His mind was back home with

following day less difficult.

loved ones. Frogger doubted his ability to be away

I stepped carefully over slippery rocks, roots,

from them and complete the trail. He felt stuck. Should

moss, and groves of dead pine. Thick mist rolled in.

he hitch from this very spot or continue south along

Visibility lessened as I ascended Belvidere Mountain.

the path?

The sun seemed to be on the other end of the solar

We talked. I listened, asking questions when
appropriate. Frogger knew the choice to continue on
or leave was all in him. I told him that he knew where
14

to find me if he wanted to continue talking. I went

system.
Not far from the summit, I found a small
campsite.

Frogger hitching on Route 118

Mike and Matt take a break from GMC restoration work
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Maneuvering Devil's Gulch

Cold and wet, I quickly set up my tent, laid out

from my knees and waited. I thumbed two vehicles,

my bedding, and changed into dry clothing. I sipped

but they passed without hesitation. I then heard the

hot chocolate and cooked red beans and rice. Too

distinct clicking of trekking poles. Frogger appeared at

eager to eat, I burnt my tongue.

the mouth of the forest. He had decided to hitch into

After the meal, I climbed a flight of the fire
tower at Belvidere’s summit and tied my food bag to a
girder. I hope bears can’t climb stairs.

town as well to make several phone calls. Together, we
raised our thumbs.
We didn’t wait long. A van advertising bike
tours slowed. We met Jackalope, an accomplished

27 September 2007
Sleeping in a cloud left just about everything
damp and ugly. My food bag was where I left it,
though the contents were stuck to the plastic lining. I’d

Long Trail thru-hiker, with a client in the passenger
seat. Jackalope drove us to Eden’s general store, just
about the only building at the T-section in town.
Commandeering a picnic table, Frogger and I

be in a township at lower elevations shortly. I figured

laid out our gear to dry. An elderly man teased that

I'd have a good chance of drying out there.

our display resembled a welcoming yard sale.

Prior to leaving Connecticut, I packaged all

I retrieved my food drop before the post office

food rations for my entire thru-hike. I arranged to

closed at half passed noon. Upon restocking my food

have them shipped incrementally along the trail. At the

bag, I again had a heavy pack.

Eden post office, there were enough breakfasts, lunches,

Frogger and I extended our thumbs on 118. We

and dinners to carry me to the next post office. Food

waited longer than before, but were no sooner back on

rationing saves time, money, and weight in the pack.

trail. Several miles under the canopy, we came to

The downside, however, is that over time meals lack

Devil’s Gulch. The gulch is a short pass teeming with

diversity from bulk purchasing.

erratic boulders from a previous ice age.

I descended to Route 118 where I would

Frogger and I maneuvered through tunnel-like

hitchhike into town. Earshot from the road, I met

structures as well as jagged rocks piled like flakes of fish

Dave Hardy. Dave is field coordinator for the Green

meat. No matter what we touched, it was extremely

Mountain Club. Umbrella in hand, Dave was taking a

slippery. I struggled at one point, and Frogger was

morning stroll to suss out what maintenance might be

there. He extended his hiking staff for support. I

done along the trail.

waved him off, determined to master the wet features.

I continued to the shoulder where I washed mud
17

We arrived at Spruce Ledge Shelter to meet
northbound Long Trail hikers who introduced
themselves as Upload, Stitches, and The Professor.

for solid fuel. These aren’t necessary changes, but they
will help shed a pound or two of weight.
Precipitation didn’t materialize. The seventy-

Frogger and I made dinner a short distance away

five percent chance was nothing more than cold,

from the sleeping quarters. We drank tea and I

dampness, and threatening clouds. All bark and no

smoked half a cigar. Rain trickled as we cleaned up.

bite. Daylight died quickly. I found myself alone in a

The Professor approached after a cellular conversation

valley with tall, emaciated trees.

to tell us that thunderstorms were likely the following
day. What will be, will be.

Corliss Shelter is now behind me. It’s a dark,
little shack right out of Hansel and Gretel. I can hear
a group of owls hoo-ing. And now they’ve suddenly

28 September 2007
I think it silly to be concerned about the

stopped. Silence. Eerie. Old, childhood fears show up.
Fears of deranged, mountain folk lurking out of my

weather when out-of-doors. Is it going to rain,

sight. They slither closer and closer, bit by bit,

thunderstorm, or hail? Will it be hot, freezing, or just

sharpening large, farm tools. I’m scaring myself.

cold? The way I see it, if you’re backpacking, you

Something funny instead. Frogger had written

should be prepared for whatever falls from the sky.

me a note in the register. This morning we joked

You can complain about it, but don’t be surprised.

about the contents of out the outhouse. In the back-

What will be, will be.

country, you don’t flush to make waste disappear. It

Sleep presented dreams of things I’m afraid of

simply piles up. He was entertaining the idea of

having and losing. I tossed and turned from these as

changing his trail name to “Mudpile." I hope it sticks.

well as The Professor’s snoring.

The name, that is.

At light, I did my routine and packed up.
Frogger went ahead, as he had a resupply in the town
of Johnson. Maybe I’ll see him ahead, maybe not.
Half an hour later, I moved on. I walked slow.

Geese are flying south. Yesterday, I heard the
sound of raven wings. The black birds swept the sky at

My body still had to adjust to my pack weight and the

a pitch of high-octane corduroy. I also startled a few

trail in general. My feet also continued to hurt, though

grouse, which barreled through the trees in the most

to a lesser degree today. I think I’ll swap my tent for a

linear path upward.

bivouac sack and tarp as well as trade my gas stove
18

29 September 2007

The ascent of Laraway Mountain was cold and

Professionals." Each professional had a role that was

damp. I entered a cloud with moisture accumulating

simultaneously revered and mocked by the other

on my clothing. Droplets hung like buds from the tips

members. Unfortunately, I didn’t take any photos of

of limbs. I passed Green Mountain Club volunteers

these fine, young cultural cannibals. Under the glow of

building bog bridges along sodden turns in the trail. I

our headlamps, we played cards, smoked cigars, and

was invited to join the volunteers, but I declined. My

shot the breeze. A great group of guys on another

destination for the night was fixed and my resources

great evening.

focused on reaching it.
My knees and feet hurt after a long descent. I

30 September 2007

stopped by a stream and snapped a few photographs.

I awoke unmotivated to get out of my sleeping

A group of older men passed by. They admired me for

bag. I had to relieve myself, but the idea of prancing

attempting the full length of the trail.

through the cold didn’t sit well. Eventually, however, I

I crossed a parking lot and spoke to a couple

succumbed to nature.

leaning out of their SUV. Unlike the group of men,

I hoisted my belongings to the picnic table

these folks knew nothing of my journey. They

outside of the shelter. I wanted to be respectful of The

expressed admiration and echoed good will. I then

Professionals and their professional sleep. My mind

continued another four miles to Roundtop Shelter.

was on one track: a large, all-American style breakfast

Roundtop is perched on the shoulder of a ridge.

at the Plum and Main restaurant in Johnson. The

Land behind the shelter’s three walls is clear cut to

couple I spoke to last night had told stories of delicious

provide an uninterrupted view of the west. An older

treats.

couple dayhiking with two Labradors arrived to

The sun rose as I set out across nearly four

watch the sunset. I told them my trail name. I then

miles to Route 15. I soon crested Prospect Rock where

discovered that Pale Rider is synonymous with death

a local man was walking his dogs.

in the Bible. I felt foolish. I should have known. But, I

The two Australian Labs were loaded with

shook the notion almost as soon as it entered. I decided

energy. I mistook them for pups; they were both

to redefine the Apocalypse.

actually ten years old.

Nearing dark, three young, college guys came
into the shelter. They introduced themselves as a
group, rather than individuals. They were "The
19
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Lodging inside a witch's house at Corliss Camp

Descending Laraway Mountain

21

The man offered a lift into town even though I
hadn’t reached Route 15. I opted to continue on to my

directions and hiking times. Pat considered it as he
drove me back to the trail.

intended destination. Hitching to and from that spot
sounded easier to me.
Transport wasn’t immediate, but I got a ride

In the parking lot, I adjusted my pack and
prepped for departure. A red, Ford pick-up then pulled
in. I eyed the driver. I knew him.

from a retired dairy farmer. I asked him if he still gets

Steve stepped onto the gravel. I worked with

up in the morning ready to milk the cows. He

Steve many a summer at a day camp in Mansfield,

laughed. Old habits are hard to break.

Connecticut. We caught up for several minutes and

I was dropped off at the Plum and Main. The

exchanged emails.

owner, Pat, showed me where I could stash my

The encounter, while extremely random, was

belongings as I ate breakfast. I ordered Belgian

welcomed. Steve and his girlfriend parted for their

waffles, eggs over-easy, bacon, and home fries as well

day’s hike.

as a tall glass of OJ and coffee. I read the local

Smiling, I got back on the trail and didn’t slow

newspaper. Headlines were as diverse as protests in

my pace until I arrived at my destination for the

Burma and an article regarding high school athletes

night.

honoring substance-free agreements.
I left my pack at the Plum and Main and
walked through town. Though small and quaint,

Last evening found me talking with Rover, a

Johnson struck me as unique with chic coffee shops and

Long Trail section hiker and an Appalachian Trail

a small art community. I found an internet connection

alumni. In his real life, Rover lives and works in

and also telephoned my folks. I then returned to the

Boston as a freelance web designer. In 2002, when he

Plum and Main armed with trail data.

thru-hiked the AT, he met his future wife on the trail.

In the 1960’s, Pat was fifteen years-old and a
cook at the Mount Washington Summit Hotel.
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Her name is Sunshine.
Section hiking means hiking portions of a trail

Digitally retouched prints confirmed the history. In

over periods of time rather than in one shot. Rover

those days, the United States Air Force tested airplanes

had commitments and couldn’t walk end to end.

in the alpine zone. Pat was now looking to revisit New

Sectioning is more difficult because the moment your

Hampshire for a weekend of hiking, but he wasn’t sold

body adapts to the punishment of long distances, you

on where to go. I presented an option, complete with

leave the trail.

I snapped a few photos of Rover as he left Bear

comments regarding distant cloud formations. Rover’s

Hollow Shelter this morning. I followed suit, ascending

story was his way of assuring me that there would not

Whiteface Mountain. I passed discarded T-shirts and a

be rain.

baseball cap. Not only is it inconsiderate and careless

Arriving at Sterling Pond Shelter, Rover and I

to trash nature, but I simply don’t understand the

met a trio of northbounders: Moxie, Ballpark, and

notion of leaving articles of clothing on trees.

Lone Star. As it turned out, Ballpark also hiked the

Atop Whiteface, I met a section hiker named

Appalachian Trail in 2002. And, as it turned, he and

Papa Rose. Most of his gear seemed as though it

Rover both knew many of the same people who

hadn’t been updated for decades. I found that

walked in the woods that year.

admirable.

I smoked a cigar and split the remainder of my

I walked a short distance to Whiteface Shelter.

hip-flask with Moxie as night fell. It was nice to get to

Rover sat at the mouth eating a pepperoni and cheese

know her even though I probably won’t see her again.

sandwich and reading a People magazine. He offered

There’s a certain kind of beauty in that. Tomorrow

me a sandwich as he had too much food for the

will bring new faces and new places.

number of days he’d be hiking.
Madonna Peak, the tallest mountain of
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Smuggler’s Notch ski area, loomed high and consistent

Why do I walk long distances? It’s how I get

in our view as we braved a slippery traverse. I

closer to God while on Earth. Simply put, it is the art

photographed Rover descending a cascade of rocks

of putting one foot in front of the other, moving

and roots before Hagerman Lookout. He moved

through aesthetic domains, over and under everything

gracefully and was all smiles at the end of it.

and anything that comes in my way. Like

Rover shared a frightening experience that he

mountaineering, it is the challenge to climb high, go

and his wife once faced. Caught in a rainstorm, they

big, or just not stop. I’m glad I’m making a book

sat on their packs and huddled under a tarp.

about all this.

Lightning struck nearby. Electricity scattered

I again awoke in a cloud. I gathered my

like a hungry, blue amoeba and crawled up their boots

belongings and packed outside the shelter. The roar of

and hiking poles. Ditching their poles and lifting their

my camp stove and the promise of hot food rose the

legs, they remained under the thumb of violence for

dead.

fifteen minutes. What prompted this tale were my
23

24 Rover after a technical descent

Jeanne at home in Stowe

Rover remained in his sleeping bag, quite

Mack’s, where I bought three days worth of food to

content to enjoy the early hours before hiking a short

supplement existing rations. I then thumbed to Umiak

distance to the next shelter. We shook hands and said

Kayak to purchase fuel. The hitch appeared difficult

our good-byes.

until Jeff passed.

I circumvented Sterling Pond. Mist danced off

Jeff opened up. I could see sadness. His wife had

the still water. I approached a photographer. Roger

left him and his beloved Husky had recently passed. He

travels the country selling prints and tackling

showed me photographs of a neighbor’s child burying

commissioned work. He refitted his van to act as a

her face into the dog’s thick, white fur.

mobile, digital darkroom as well as a personal bed and

I watched Jeff drive away. I haven’t

breakfast. We talked shop a bit then I followed a long,

experienced what he has, but there are parts of me

steep stretch of trail down toward Smuggler’s Notch.

that can relate. In all loss, you have to rebuild. You

I passed an older group of women out for the

have to move on or else it consumes you. I have

day. I imagined them to be members of those classic

suspicions about Jeff’s direction. I hope that I am

Rubbermaid parties sent outdoors with exercise and no

wrong.

rubber.
I crossed a shallow brook and took a bench in a
parking lot. I changed into dry layers and motivated
myself to hitch. I looked up.
Above and around were trees in the breeze with
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I surfaced into consciousness and found myself
in a double bed. I dressed and found my way
downstairs to the kitchen. Blueberry pancakes and

yellow and red leaves. Several cars turned into the lot

strong coffee were on the menu. Jeanne walked

and the heads inside assessed the sky. I later learned

through her home’s back door holding a basket of

that these folks are known by the locals as “leaf

mammoth carrots and green peppers from the garden.

peepers." They arrive on the scene only to motor and
eye the change of seasons.
I caught a ride into Stowe with a print shop

Jeanne and her husband Peter are sweethearts
from Manchester High School, my alma mater. Peter
worked alongside my father in a family dental practice

delivery man named Joe. Classic rock blazed on the

for close to thirteen years. Rather than commute

radio. Joe dropped me off at a gas station. I then

between Connecticut and the mountains, Peter and

asked a man named Jeff where the grocery store and

Jeanne decided to move permanently to Stowe.

outfitter could be found. I followed his bearings to
25

Jeanne loves it here, but abhors the seemingly

welcomed me.

inescapable label as “flatlander” or non-native
Vermonter.
I could relate. I was a “Yovo” in Togo. I was

Dusk settled in. The sky was on fire with
salmon-colored clouds swimming in dark, blue skies.
Pete turned in early while I read under my headlamp

the white stranger. People never feigned from

in the dark. Squirrels raced through the hollow beams

reminding me of this fact. I was essentially treated as

supporting the cabin. Tomorrow will be an exciting

though I was rich in the pockets and wet behind the

day.

ears.
Peter and Jeanne share a passion for life. They
are extreme skiers and aviation enthusiasts. They have

Several hundred yards above Taft Lodge, I

two, collegiate children who Jeanne likes to brag

entered the alpine zone. This “zone” is where the rules

about. Their photographs adorn many a room in

of nature change. It is where vegetation becomes more

their home. Jeanne is proud and thankful for the cards

fragile, where sudden changes in weather pose greater

that life has dealt her.

consequences to human beings, and where the views

I took a photograph of Jeanne in front of her
home. She held a pumpkin that Kristin, one of her

are never short of stunning.
Hand over hand, I scaled the chin of Mount

daughters, grew in the garden. Behind Jeanne, on the

Mansfield from its Adam’s Apple. They say that when

stoop, was the family’s sixteen year-old pooch.

you look at the mountain from a distance you can see

At the trailhead, Jeanne and I said our good-

a human facing the sky. To facilitate this image,

byes. I watched her drive away then turned back to

Mansfield has its peaks divided into four anatomies:

my path. There are miles ahead and miles behind.

Adam’s Apple, chin, nose, and forehead.

Time to add to the latter.
The ascent of Mount Mansfield proved long and

On the chin, I parked and munched a peanut
butter and jelly sandwich. There was considerable foot

tiring. I realized that I had hiked this very portion of

traffic along the ridge. Many visitors either drive up

the trail one winter while in college. I passed several

the auto road to the lot short of the nose or ride the ski

dayhikers and a section hiker. We shared ire for the

gondola from the base.

slippery rocks.
Taft Lodge suddenly appeared. Tibetan prayer
flags adorned the threshold. Pete, the caretaker,
26
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Those I interacted with seemed amazed that I’d
trekked to the summit. An older man asked in his
thick, English accent if I was going all the way.

Twilight above Mount Mansfield
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I said that I was. He smiled widely, “Good
man,” he championed, “Good man."

book clocked the distance at two hours, forty-five
minutes. I decided to go for it.

I passed a flock of television and radio antennas

The ascent dipped into the shadow of a

decorating Mansfield’s nose before descending to the

mountain. I regulated my breathing and pacing. My

forehead. Scattered ladders aided down sheer vertical

body was tired, but my brain was chugging. I climbed

rock, while silent prayers helped over deep crevasses.

the first peak and skirted toward the second.

I made it to level ground and refueled. I looked back

Trunks of white pine were bathed in deep

at what I had accomplished. I smiled. From where I

orange. Far to the west, Lake Champlain shimmered

stood, my destination, Taylor Lodge, was just over

like a desert mirage. In another half hour twilight will

three miles away. I had no idea what time it was.

turn to darkness. Peaks seemed to unroll one after the

I passed a Green Mountain Club trail

other, perpetually delaying my destination.

maintainer. Her hands were coated with white and

Then I saw it.

blue paint. She had been painting both white and blue
blazes, as well as clearing unwanted brush from trails.
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Blazes are typically two by four inch swaths painted

It all came together today. Earlier, I talked

onto the trunks of trees or exposed rock. A backpacker

about feeling estranged from nature; having my

should be able to see from one blaze to the next as they

connection fractured. Now there was fusion.

head either north or south. White blazes denote the

When it came I was standing in the middle of

Long Trail while blue blazes denote all other trails

an intersection. The trail was ahead and behind me.

connecting to it. The maintainer said that Taylor

Stretching to my left and right was a hard-packed,

Lodge was less than half a mile ahead.

gravel road with a compact car and a string of tacky

My intended accommodations appeared to be
more a dungeon than a roof over my head. Chicken

mailboxes at arm’s length. Bees hopped from flower to
flower.

wire bound the porch, while the sleeping quarters
proved that light truly does not bend. I recalled the

six miles completed, and cognizant of three miles yet to

innards of slave ships seen on television.

come.

Treetops were adopting the golden hue
synonymous with another day’s end. The next shelter,
Puffer, was two and a half miles away. My guide
28

I was tired, glistening with sweat, proud of the

The moment was crisp, not cool, and not too
warm. It certainly was not humid.
I could best describe what I felt as a perfect

and pleasant stasis between my body and the world

beside the front door. Hiker boxes allow travelers to

around me. A tremendous sense of oneness. I was fluid

trade non-perishable items left by others. I switched

with my surroundings. The sense of self vanished. The

out powdered Gatorade for lemonade.

mind was not encased in my head, but open and free.

Across the street from the post office was a

This was what I had waited for. And I knew that it

vintage motorcycle shop. My sights were on the

could not last.

vending machine beside the entrance. I bought a

Winter will soon come. Layers of clothing will
soon be worn. Much of nature will die and this
moment would be committed to memory until the
seasons changed again.
Today I was also struck by the fact that I
haven’t thought much of Togo. In many respects, this

Coke, sat at a picnic table, and wrote. A caffeine haze
settled in shortly after.
I crossed a bridge and turned left onto nearly
four miles of trail blazed along paved road. I passed a
northbound hiker. We exchanged bearded grins.
Rain trickled then became more steady. A pick-

is a positive for me. What remains with me will be

up truck slowed. A couple heading for the trailhead

what is necessary for my life. That is the best way that

asked if I’d like a ride. For many hikers, if you

I can say it.

hitchhike a portion of the trail then you invalidate
your status as a true thru-hiker. While I prefer to hike
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Paige is getting married today. I met Paige in
Togo while we were both Peace Corps volunteers. She

every inch of trail, I also like to be flexible with my
experience. I hopped into the truck bed.
Returning to soil proved slow. At one point, I

will marry her high school sweetheart, David, in

climbed almost vertically up a staircase of roots woven

Peoria, Illinois. I was invited to the wedding, but I

into split rock. Traversing the ridge, rain came down

wanted to stay on the trail. This is where I needed to

hard, cold, and almost all at once. I quickened my

be. Paige understood.

pace until I was just about running. I turned down a

I caught up in my journal then got an early
start. There’s a mail drop at the Jonesville post office.

spur toward the shelter.
I was no later dry and under a roof sharing

It closes early on Saturdays. If I don’t arrive before it

laughs with The Tribal Council. The foursome that is

closes, I’ll have to hitch to another town to resupply.

the Tribal Council adopted the aliases: Pinto Bean,

But I made it with an hour to spare. I cleaned

Moon Rock, Flank Steak, and Trouser Cat.

out then restocked my food bag. I perused a hiker box
29

30 The Tribal Council: Moon Rock, Pinto Bean, Trouser Cat, and Flank Steak

A beautiful day in the neighborhood

I discovered that all Council members had
graduated high school together as well as college at the

quite seriously.
The trail was not as soaked as I had expected. I

University of Connecticut. As they pursue different

pushed through limited visibility, reaching a ridge

careers, the Council reunites for sporadic wilderness

peppered with rock slopes and dwarf trees. Mist

trips.

suddenly cleared. Camel’s Hump appeared against the
Trouser Cat taught other Council members a

game in which two opponents stand on stumps and

blue sky.
I climbed steadily with views coming and going

face one another holding the ends of one rope. Slack is

between vapor. From what I could see, I was walking

piled between the competitors. The goal is to have the

through peak foliage. Valleys on either side touted red,

complete line of rope on one side. This is done by

yellow, orange, and green yet-to-be-changed.

baiting one’s opponent into falling from their stump.
After dinner, conversation drifted from insults

Shy of the summit, I was greeted by tourists,
dayhikers, children, and dogs. I chatted with folks,

to a complex discussion regarding dark matter and the

discovering that one man had spent some time in

vast universes of Space. The Council had their own

Nigeria. Jumping onto Camel Hump’s exposed peak,

beat, and, as an outsider invited to participate, I was

I snapped photographs and people-watched.

privy to their generosity, warmth, and deep sense of
loyalty to one another.
It was warm when I crept into my sleeping
bag, but during the night, the temperature dropped
significantly. Coupled with the rain, I pondered the

Descending proved rugged. My knees began to
hurt. I stopped at one precipice and set the camera on
a tripod. My body was warmed by hard light. I stared
into it. The shutter snapped.
A young couple passed on their way back to the

condition of the trail ahead of me. The thought was

summit. Dinner by sunset awaited them. They had

erased, however, as sleep took over.

thru-hiked both the Long Trail and the John Muir
Trail together. It’s a lucky man who can find a
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I took my time. I hoped that clouds socking in

woman who shares the same passions as he.
I moved onto Montclair Glen Lodge. It was a

the shelter would burn off. I made breakfast and

bit rundown, but in a quaint sort of way. I found a

chatted with the Council. Flank Steak had packed in a

collection of short stories tucked away with the trail

dozen, organic eggs complete with his own egg-specific

register. I sat in the darkness save for my headlamp,

spice mix. The man took the first meal of the day

devouring fiction. Another night that I am not alone.
31
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Atop Camel's Hump
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Today is my birthday. I’m 29 years old.
A thunderstorm boomed overhead last night. At

puddle, doing so widens the trail. This damage
furthers unnatural erosion.
Footing required some gymnastics to navigate

day break, the stream in front of the shelter was a

precarious moss-covered rocks and roots. I fell twice.

torrent. I was amazed at both the force spilling over

The tumbles weren’t serious. They just startled me and

timed-carved rocks and the short interval in which the

reserved a curse. Overall, it was a good day of hard,

metamorphosis had occurred.

wet work.

Ten minutes from the shelter, I began to

It’s dark now. I have no chocolate cake or even

overheat. I was wearing a dry, base layer and decided

a Birthday candle. But, I do have a cup of soothing

to switch to a cold, wet layer. I wanted to save the

tea, a National Geographic, and a warm sleeping bag.

one, dry layer for the end of the day. Wearing wet

The simple pleasures make life great.

clothing wouldn’t promote hypothermia as long as I
stayed active. I’d have to stay hydrated and fueled as
well, and not stop for any extended period of time. If I
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Rustling plastic stole me from sleep in the early

chose to rest, I’d have to strip the wet layer and put

hours. I searched with my headlamp. Hanging from a

the dry layer back on.

nail on a shelter support beam was my yellow food

I juggled a lot in my mind. There was no
specific theme other than things to come. I was
thinking about the next step. I tried my best to shake

bag, pot, and stove. Gnawing into the rations inside
that food bag, were three mice.
I had to stop the thieves, but I didn’t want to

the thought. It isn’t something that I should be

leave my warm bedding. Keeping my headlamp dead

thinking about out here. Then again, nature helps sort

on them, I stepped into the cold. They ignored my

issues. I’ll eventually cycle through enough fear, stress,

advance, continuing to eat. I figured that if I could

and uncertainty that the lot will fall through a trap

shake them, they’d be scared enough to respect a

door into a void below. They won’t matter and I’ll

man’s grub. I picked up my mug and aimed carefully.

walk on.

The projectile sliced right, hitting the porch railing,

It rained much more than I had thought.
Stream beds overflowed. Parts of the trail were nearly
submerged. I walked directly through the water.

and disappearing into the darkness. This is why I will
never pitch professionally.
I moved closer. Two of the mice run away, but

While it is tempting to skirt the fringes of each
33

the other hid below the hanging bags. I picked up a

the Internet.

plastic bottle full of excess white gas I’d been carrying.

An older man with a dumb-bell mustache gave

I quickly doused the mouse. It fell to the wood floor,

me a ride to my accommodations. He told me that

writhing. I picked up my lighter from the nearby

there were many beech trees ahead of me on the trail.

table, sparked a flame, and tossed it. The rodent

Black bears love beech nuts. I told him that I’d keep

ignited and ran in circles like a shrieking fireball. I

that in mind.

laughed maniacally like one of Batman’s nemesis.

It’s raining again. I’m going to take a shower

Then I snapped out of it.

then get dinner. Tonight is taco night at the Hyde

I was shivering and standing in my long

Away Inn. They say this is quite an event. I’ll just

underwear. I attributed my sadistic urges to early

have to taste and see.

stages of hypothermia. I decided to let the three
amigos have their day. I was forced to doze off to the
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sounds of munching plastic. I sent my mind elsewhere
and conceded to pick up the pieces tomorrow.
In the morning I counted five fairly large holes
through my silicon-impregnated nylon food bag. I was

I awoke an hour before the scheduled alarm.
My head hurt. I was dehydrated. The premise of
walking distant from me. Perhaps this is because I got
drunk last night.

both disgusted and impressed at the finding. The worst

Upon arrival yesterday, I discovered that the

of it wasn’t the food, however. It was the waste. Scat

Hyde Away Inn had a full service bar. I don’t

was everywhere: on my pot, on the bag, in the food. I

normally drink much, but decided to try several local

even found deposits on a stuff sack housing toilet

brews. All tasted too sweet. I eventually settled on a

paper. I packed up and moved on.

decent beer and proceeded to celebrate. I would toast

A young singer-songwriter drove me to the

myself.

Waitsfield post office. After she left, a man approached
and told me of her fame. I wanted to tell him that I

drink, as it was closed, but to use the Internet. A

was also famous and no, I wouldn’t sign an

patron had donated an iMac. I began to satisfy

autograph, but I decided to let the urge slide.

curiosities regarding the "future." Again, while this

I found a pay phone and reserved a room at an
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After breakfast, I returned to the bar. Not to

should not be my concern, addressing it helps lessen its

inn. I took a bit more time in town, stopping at a

intensity inside my head. I then decided not to hike

convenience store, restaurant, and a copy shop to use

today.

I opted instead to take a "zero day." This

happiness and dread. The latter bothered me. I was

meant that I would not hike any miles on the trail. I

dreading going back outside. There was no particular

rationalized that I was now roughly at the midpoint of

reason. It was as irrational as despair when wet with

my journey. Most of the challenging terrain was

rain. Last night I was all thumbs to get moving. Let’s

behind me. I decided to relax my body before a new

face it, I’m used to retreating when the elements shift.

trail experience. Take that poor judgment!

Walking is my process for change.

Dana, the innkeeper, drove me to a small

In the dining room, I ordered a large

bookstore. She promised to return within an hour

breakfast. I quickly checked my email then settled the

after walking her three dogs.

bill. Margaret, the owner, wished me well. She even

I browsed the shelves a while, contemplating the
purchase of a Jack London collection. I decided
against it. My decision was partially contributed by
the nutty shopkeepers incessant verbal diarrhea.
Besides, I had a book waiting for me at the next food
drop.

offered me work during the winter. Her friend,
Donna, drove me back to the trail.
I discovered that Donna will be flying to New
Mexico today to attend a raw food convention.
Eating raw food means not cooking vegetables
or fruits, in addition to an exclusive vegan diet.

I also visited The Store. The Store was an

Donna gets protein from nuts and sprouts. I don’t

aging barn outfitted to house antiques and kitchen

think I could handle such a rapid change in what I

gadgets for wealthy flatlanders. An employee offered

eat. God gave me canine teeth after all.

me a cup of delicious, peach-ginger tea. I didn’t stay

I climbed toward the summit of Mad River

long, however. The sight of over-priced pieces of

Glen ski area. Whatever anxiety I felt in the morning

history rivaled the struggle I’d seen in the developing

was washed away and sent far downstream.

world.

I stepped into Mad River’s summit house. The
Dana picked me up at the time we agreed

ski area keeps the hut open year-round for use as a

upon. I returned to my room and built a garrison of

temporary shelter for thru-hikers. I signed the register

pillows. I drifted to sleep. Tomorrow I’ll be back on

then passed under the legendary and renovated single

the trail, where I belong.

chair ski lift. The bull wheel loomed in the mist like a
creature from another dimension.
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I surfaced from sleep with a mixture of
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The summit of Mad River Glen ski area

Following the ridge, I passed over Sugarbush
North ski area. A dayhiker out with his girlfriend told
me of an open warming hut on the summit of
Sugarbush South ski area.
I traversed and arrived at the exact site. A

Sharp, jagged rocks and slippery lichen
conspired to further slow my pace.
At a road crossing, I spoke with a long distance
runner. He had run the nine mile distance between
Lincoln and Middlebury Gaps along the Long Trail in

clock on the wall read four o’clock. My original

less than five hours. Walking this same tour would take

destination was just over two and a half miles away. I

me over a day.

vacillated between moving on or staying. Reasons to
move sided with creature comfort conflict. Reasons to
stay sided with increased weather protection and
warmth. Ego lost to rationale.
As water boiled for tea, flashlights appeared

Several cars, presumably left by section hikers,
were parked at the crossing.
The passenger window of a sedan had been
smashed in. The runner said that he had discovered
the condition when he arrived before his run. Given

outside. Boots rattled the hut’s deck. A young couple

the splay of the glass, we determined destruction to

entered. He was a soldier active with the National

have happened overnight. I hoped the car didn’t

Guard and she was a nurse in training. We made

belong to the couple with whom I’d shared the

spirited conversation and reveled in escaping the frigid

warming hut.

wilderness.
My bunk mates turned in while I read and

I moved on. Mere puddles had become ankle
deep ponds. I arrived at the Cooley Glen Shelter and

wrote before slipping into my cozy, sleeping bag. I

settled in. I could see a shy gradient of color over the

may not be so lucky tomorrow night.

far horizon. I hoped for blue skies tomorrow. What
will be, will be.
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This morning I was slow to make breakfast,
slow to filter water, and slow to get back on the trail.

13 October 2007
Hell has cold fingers. Frigid weather coupled

All day there was mist, cold, and rain. All day my

with a dead spot in my sleeping bag contributed to an

breath was visible. And all day I wore a rain jacket,

unsavory sleeping experience. Daybreak led to the

keeping the armpit vents open to dissuade overheating.

discovery of frozen rain gear as well as footwear.

Leaving the Sugarbush South warming hut, I
walked the ridge down toward Lincoln Gap.

I defrosted the leather via my camp stove,
careful not to prolong exposure. Direct heat can
37

38 Traversing bog bridges

No challenge is too great

weaken adhesives and destroy the boot. Ice eventually

I could make my destination before dark. Darkness

broke free like an encased windshield. I stumbled out

isn’t normally an issue, but last evening’s events had

of camp as a reanimated corpse in platform shoes.

nearly drained all of the power from my headlamp.

Atop Mount Roosevelt, Killington ski area
could be seen in the distance. The Inn at Long Trail

And now clouds had rolled in. Judging the time by the
sun was out of the question.

was not far from the base of that mountain. The Inn

I decided to go for it. I pushed up, down, over,

held a bivouac sack as well as other, lighter-weight

and through the trail. My legs and trekking poles

gear. These articles would provide better weather

became pistons. A raw, driven instinct took hold. I

protection and help me move faster. I decided that I’d

would arrive at the shelter before dark. I would be

alter the program slated for the next several days. I

warm by a fire.

would push hard to arrive at the Inn in one day less
than originally planned.
Hiking would not pose a problem to my plan.
What would be problematic was sleeping. After

I descended to Route 125. A young couple told
me that the lodge was not as far as I had imaged. I
asked for extra AA batteries, but all they had were
AAA.

consulting the map, I changed my day’s program.
I decided I would push nearly three miles

Atop the Middlebury College Snobowl, I
followed a blue blaze to a grove of trees between ski

beyond my goal to Route 125. There, I’d hitch into

trails. The mountains appeared ready for slumber, but

the town of Hancock for the night. And there, I would

there was still light in the sky. The lodge was empty

purchase inexpensive and supplemental warm clothing

inside. I had made it.

such as sweatpants.
Two northbounders appeared and introduced

I got a fire going from wet wood and dry
shavings. I found enough juice in my headlamp to

themselves as Toxic Avenger and Angel Dust. I shared

make dinner, clean up, and get me into my sleeping

my plan. They told me that they’d spent last night

bag.

roughly two miles south of Route 125 in a lodge with

I patted myself on the back. Karma was there

a wood-burning stove on the summit of the

for me today. Maybe I just got lucky meeting the

Middlebury College ski area. This would solve my

people I met when I met them. Luck may not be there

problems. I could stay on the trail and sleep

for me next time. The wind picked up at that moment

comfortably.

and it started to rain.

The question that remained was whether or not
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14 October 2007
The fire died during the night. The cold got in.
I drifted in and out of consciousness, always looking
for dawn through the windows. Light inevitably came.
My day started with defeat. Just about every

roughly the same spot where I now stood.
The tale was ripe with nostalgia. I shivered,
wanting to believe it true. Could this skittish rodent
still recognize this man? Unfortunately, my needs

pair of my synthetic sock liners had melted. I had

trumped such ponderation. Neither the man nor hare

placed them on the wood stove to dry, but had

had spare AA batteries.

underestimated the severity of the heat. I still had one

I arrived at Sunrise Shelter close to sunset. I

good pair, however, and I’d have to be vigilant to

chomped an energy bar and pounded a liter of water.

keep them dry.

A long, six mile stretch was still ahead of me. The

I looked at the map. To arrive at the Inn at

premise seemed ominous. I would surely be walking in

Long Trail a day ahead of schedule, I’d have to hike

the dark. But my USFS friend had said that the trail

thirteen miles today as well as tomorrow. I tipped my

was no more than an old, depression-era logging road.

hat to Middlebury College then walked into mist as the
sun crested distant mountains.
I met a United States Forest Service employee

I soon learned, however, that the trail wasn’t
flat. My feet started to hurt.
It became a struggle to get moving after

eyeing a snowshoe hare. He munched on an apple as

stopping to rest. I coached my body up to speed by

he told a campfire story.

sounding off like a chugging locomotive.

Approximately one year ago, he and several

The sun vanished. I had guessed that I was close

buddies were hiking this very section when a snowshoe

to the shelter, but a turn through bramble revealed a

hare jumped out and onto the trail. The hare froze at

carved plaque. I was still about a mile off. Twilight

the human presence. Suddenly, another animal popped

then exited. I hoped for more Karma.

out of the brush. A kingfisher. It too, froze. The
predator bolted and the bunny followed suit.
After verifying their encounter, the party
moved on. Several minutes later, however, a member
noticed that they were now being stalked. Keeping a
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better part of an hour. The hare was last seen in

I descended toward the David Logan Shelter,
rounding a corner to face the familiar-shaped
structure. Someone was inside. They turned on their
headlamp.
Mountain Goat, a young, college student on fall

delicate distance and in stride was the snowshoe hare.

break, welcomed me. She lent me her torch as I

The bunny proceeded to follow the humans for the

performed my evening routine.

Grateful, I made tea for the two of us. We

It is one thing to recount your

talked about life on and off the trail, as well as Ernest

accomplishments. It’s a completely different thing to

Hemingway. She was reading him and I never had.

again stand at that place where the experience

Words eventually left my mouth. I settled into
my sleeping bag and quickly fell into a deep sleep.

happened. In that moment, you’re not talking about
it. You’re not reliving it. You’re connected to it.
I invited Mountain Goat to breakfast

15 October 2007
I could see farther than before as I walked a

tomorrow morning. She accepted then returned to
Tucker Johnson for the night. I descended to the Inn

ridge. Trees had thinned in all directions. The seasonal

at Long Trail where a pint of delicious Guinness

metaphor of death was more apparent. Yet, even with

awaited.

the lack of canopy, the forest felt brighter.
In the early afternoon, I passed Rolston Rest
Shelter. The wood floor appeared to have been

16 October 2007
I tried to find sleep again, but couldn’t. I was

propped much higher from the ground than previous

disappointed, considering I had paid for

shelters. A warning explained the design: porcupines

unconsciousness.

like to snack on the building. I also noticed that

I phoned Connecticut. My father was out the

porcupines like to eat trail registers. I filtered water

door for work, but spoke briefly. I also called Chris at

from a pristine brook then pushed to the next shelter,

Summit Achievement. I had worked for Summit

Tucker Johnson.

Achievement in 2004 before shipping off to Togo. It

I arrived to find Mountain Goat again reading

was where I met Kathy. I hope to return to Summit

Hemingway. She opted to accompany me another half

for the winter and apply what I’ve learned overseas.

mile to Maine Junction. Maine Junction is the exact

I then mapped the rest of my journey. Eleven

spot where the Long Trail and Appalachian Trail

days of continuous hiking would put me past the

intersect.

Massachusetts border and atop Mount Greylock.

I stood in the exact same spot four years ago.

Mountain Goat arrived and together we

At that time, I had said that the next time I was at the

tackled the first meal of the day. We spoke with an

crossroads I’d be thru-hiking the Long Trail.

older couple seeking a route through either New

I posed for photographs before trail markers
pointing north and south. I suddenly felt overwhelmed.

Hampshire or Maine to view fall foliage. I discovered
that they both were returned Peace Corps volunteers.
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42 The Maine Junction

Morning atop Middlebury College's SnoBowl

One foot in front of the other

Following USFS logging roads
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They met in Minnesota at a returned volunteer

that offered love connections with prime Russian

chapter reunion.

brides.

Mountain Goat left after breakfast. I followed

I caught a bus back to my lodging where I

suit shortly after, raising my thumb on Route 4

sorted and packed my purchases. I then visited the pub

directly in front of the Inn.

for a burger and another pint of Guinness.

A car almost instantly pulled over. The

A soccer match between Slovenia and Albania

passenger door popped open. The driver, let’s call him

was on the television. I chatted with an English couple.

Joe, cleared my prospective seat from papers, fast food

Together, we harangued American commercials and

wrappings, and children’s toys. I then noticed a joint

debated the possibility that I’d be able to qualify for

hanging from his lips.

graduate school scholarships in Dublin due to my Irish

Joe was originally from Washington, DC
though he’s lived in Rutland for a little less than a

descent.
I went back to my room an hour later, closed

decade. He compared crime rates between the District

the curtains, and listened to music. Sleep didn’t come,

and Rutland. In Joe’s mind, there wasn’t much

so I started writing. I caught up with several days

difference. He invited me to smoke with him. He even

events before tiring. I closed my journal and turned off

offered to give me some pot to take along the trail.

my light.

Joe was perhaps the fourth, giving person I’d
met since I’d begun walking. I declined Joe, just as I
had the rest.
I visited Mountain Travelers, a local outfitter,

The Long and Appalachian Trails now coincide
along the same footpath until the Massachusetts

were I talked with Pete, the owner. Our conversation

border. The LT/AT trailhead is one mile west on

centered on telemark skiing, but evolved over the next

Route 4. I opted instead to hike the Sherburne Pass

twenty minutes to envelope vast realities of life and

Trail directly across from the Inn. The Sherburne Pass

love. I discovered that Pete is very close with the

Trail meets with the LT/AT at Jungle Junction.

McGrath family, the owners of Inn at Long Trail.

Jungle Junction is just shy of the summit of Pico Peak

I walked into the war zone of Rutland and
visited the library. I signed for a free, Internet card.
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ski area.
Again, the purists would argue that I’d taken a

As I waited for a workstation to free up, I caught the

shortcut, invalidating my thru-hike. I reasoned that

screen of an older man. He was looking at a website

I’d already hiked the LT/AT stretch to Jungle

Junction in 2003.
The Sherburne Pass Trail presented something
different.
The sun was warm, even hot at times. The

Governor Clement Shelter was more dreary
than Cooper. Beer bottles, beer bottle caps, cans, and
junk food wrappers were strewn about. How had this
happened? I checked my guide book. Given the

forest was alive and brilliant. Life was very different

shelter’s location, local party-goers travel back roads to

from a few days ago.

this very spot.

The trail gradually became steeper. My map’s

I assessed the amount of waste and thought it

elevation profile deemed Killington and Pico Peaks as

best to distance myself. I unrolled my sleeping bag

the most technical segments of the southern one

inside the bivouac and positioned them on a bed of

hundred miles. It should be all downhill from here, as

pine needles. I finished dinner before dark and hung

the saying goes.

my food bag in a tree.

I passed a group of older men. They were agile,

I slept under the stars. It felt odd to be exposed

animated, and plucky. As each one passed I said to

in this manner. It’s not what I’m used to. I’m sure,

myself, “I’m going to be you. And you. And you.”

however, that in time I would find it adverse to sleep

I rejoined the LT/AT and pushed on to Cooper

indoors like most everyone else.

Lodge on the backside of Killington. The trail proved
less imposing than I had imagined.
Cooper Lodge was as I had remembered it.

18 October 2007
I passed a couple hiking north with an energetic

Yet, a plaque hanging on the wall lifted the gloom.

pooch this morning. They knew of the condition at

The plaque was dedicated to a man who had passed

Governor Clement and spent last night at a “secret

away earlier in the year. The photo appeared to have

shelter.” Secret shelters are rare and typically boons, as

been taken on a chair-lift one winter. A caption under

this one proved to be for this couple. These shelters are

the man’s name read: was here and still is. I looked

typically built on private property and not affiliated

more closely at the photo. Something about the man’s

with or advertised by a trail committee. Location is

face told me that this was true.

passed by word of mouth and, given their minimal

Birch and maple that hadn’t lost their leaves

usage, are usually in very good condition.

popped with color as sunlight backlit them. I followed

I visited a secret shelter while passing through

a dirt road that ran parallel to a brook. I took a few

New York along the AT in 2003. The structure was

photos then descended to my destination for the night.

fully enclosed, had a first and second floor, as well as
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a shower and a drying machine. An interesting

bridge. The water level was low. Last time I was here,

addition were two, penned donkeys which brayed

the water was higher and I was skinny-dipping in it.

throughout the night.
I moved on, passing a mother and son

Minutes later I passed section hikers Tall Boy
and Uncle Earl. I discovered that the duo were

chemically testing stream water, and arrived at

originally from my hometown of Manchester,

Clarendon Shelter. Clarendon is a wonderful spot

Connecticut. Both had attended the same high school

accompanied by a strong stream and a manicured

and Uncle Earl had even attended the same middle

lawn. A large deposit of cut firewood was set to the

school as I. They now shared a cabin in the woods

right.

near Brattleboro, Vermont. Tall Boy snapped a
In 2003, I met a man riding a quad at this

portrait of me then offered his business card. He had

very spot. He was an unofficial caretaker of sorts as he

his own logo and titled himself as Adventurer,

lived nearby and provided occasional, volunteer

Photographer, and Travel Writer.

maintaince. When I met him, he was dropping off
wood for hikers.
At the crossing of Route 103, I left the trail and

The sun dropped into a haze that lined the
horizon. I arrived at Minerva Hinchey Shelter and
settled in for the night. As darkness fell, I took

walked a half mile west. The Whistle Stop Cafe

advantage of a nearby fire pit and downed wood.

appeared on the right. I ordered an open-face cheese

Mesmerized by firelight, I reflected on where I’ve been

steak sandwich. I would have preferred a modest slice

and where I’m going.

of pie, but there were none today. Hikers rave about
The Whistle Stop. I felt obligated to see what the fuss
was about.
I settled the bill then hoisted my pack. As I did,

I pushed hard up the shoulder of Bear
Mountain. The sun, the trees, and the air were all

I knocked off the bite valve on my water bladder.

perfect. On the descent, however, the forest suddenly

Water began gushing out. I stopped the flow, but

seemed darker. Early rays from the sun which felt

couldn’t find the valve no matter how closely I

assuring were now bullied by looming clouds. I

searched the shrub beside me. It didn’t help that both

quickened my pace.

items were green. Frustrated, I simply taped the end of
the hose and returned to the trail.
I crossed Clarendon Gorge’s wire suspension
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My intermediate destination for the day was
my next mail drop in Wallingford. Rain would
complicate hitchhiking.

Shrines of white rock
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No one likes a smelly hiker, but a wet, smelly

Clouds gathered from all directions north of

hiker was even worse. My chances of getting in and

town, conspiring into an ominous, dark mass. I passed

out of any town in such a state would be lessened. And

the library. I checked email and donated the

I also knew myself. Once warm and dry, I would feign

paperback I’d finished the night before. I asked the

from immediately returning to the trail.

librarian if she had anything to trade.

I got a ride from a man named Rich. Rich said

I was led downstairs, through a conference

that he always picks up hikers. He travels Route 140

room, and into a storage closet. Someone had

often, but hasn’t seen many Long Trail folk this year.

randomly left a shopping bag chock full of novels on

Rich left me in front of the post office. I

the front stoop. I searched the collection, but found

discovered my mail drop to have too much food in it.

only trashy romance novels.

I asked the clerk if he know of a local food drive to

I got a ride back to the trail with a young

which I could donate the remainder. The closest

woman named Sue. I motioned to put my pack in

program was in Rutland.

Sue’s trunk, but she stopped me. It was full of

Outside, I transfered out waste from my food

slaughtered meat from two pigs she had raised.

bag and transfered in the resupply. “You hiking the

Sue had just visited a smoke-house near

bong trail?” asked one of two, pimple-faced teens

Wallingford and was now on her way back home. She

sucking on sodas.

was very pleased with her self-sufficiency. Sue had

They sat in plastic chairs at a plastic table in

taken care of the animals and now their meat would

front of a deli adjoining the post office. I humored the

take care of her. She hoped the weather would hold for

more brazen of the two, not wanting to engage in

me.

conversation. They switched their attention to the car

On the trail, I passed several groves of white

of an older woman. The last three digits of her license

rock. All manner of short, thin, or flaky white rock

plate read 420.

were mounted on top of one another to form a variety

I ordered a sandwich from the deli. It took

of almost shrine-like structures. I thought the designs

some time to materialize. The woman working the

were impressive, and belonged in a Japanese garden

register doubled and didn’t normally prepare orders.

alongside bonsai trees.

She apologized profusely. I told her not to worry and
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Rain fell here and there, but nothing was

offered my extra food rations. She was taken aback,

substantial. Four miles later, I arrived at Little Rock

but accepted upon insistence.

Pond.

The foliage surrounding the lake was beautiful.

until I stood in the center of the stream. The air was

The water was serene and clear. There was nowhere

frigid. The rushing of water deafening. I set my

else I’d rather have been at that very moment.

camera and snapped more time-lapsed photographs.
I crossed a small suspension bridge and ascended

20 October 2007
Rainfall seemed to be synchronous with Earth’s

a steady grade. I passed the site of another shelter, but
the structure was gone. A sign posted nearby stated

turning. As the globe spun toward the day, the rain

that in November of 2006 the shelter burnt to ground.

faltered. Gloom dissolved. Blue sky appeared.

I couldn’t help think the cause to be arson. I couldn’t

The trail surged with overflow from

imagine a knowledgeable woodsman allowing a fire to

accumulated precipitation. I crossed a small, slippery

get out of control, especially with water flowing no

footbridge constructed from one, solid steel girder. I

more than twenty yards away. I felt like I was visiting

thought the implement to be a good use of industrial

a funeral. The shelter was inanimate, but it was a part

waste.

of this trail. To have some part of a system clipped by
I descended to a trail parking lot. There was an

outhouse installed to my right. I remembered it. I had
huddled inside with two other hikers during a sudden

violent means leaves not only questions, but a search
for closure.
The trail rose, fell, then rose again to Baker

storm in 2003. We passed the time fairly well beside

Peak. I dodged spiny plates of rock before standing on

that toilet.

the exposed summit. The jagged, uneven ground

I set my camera on the stone bridge
overlooking Big Black Brook. I adjusted slow shutter
speeds and high f-stops to render the water a smooth,
satin-like texture.

reminded me of Pennsylvania’s contribution to the
Appalachian Trail.
Ahead of me was a gorgeous sight. Hard rays
of sunlight attempted to break through developing

I followed Forest Road 10 for a hundred yards

dark clouds in the valley below. As I photographed the

then re-entered the trees. I walked with my head held

event, it rapidly changed. The notch furthest down the

high. There was still a good deal of color on the ends

valley blackened and sprawled with mist. I knew that

of tree limbs after last night’s storm. Nature and its

to be rain and it was moving in my direction. I

durability amazed me.

stowed my camera and put on my rain gear.

The trail dipped along Big Branch Brook. I
scrambled over the dry domes of impressive boulders

The temperature dropped. I picked up the pace
as the trail curled left and right.
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50 Self-portrait at Big Branch Brook

AMC Berkshire chapter expedition team

Road crossing at Mad Tom Notch

Directions atop Bromley ski area
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No sooner was I standing at the water's edge of
Griffith Lake and not a drop of rain had fallen.
After several photographs, I followed a half
mile of bog bridges around the lake to Peru Peak

I walked at a steady click, crossing a saddle to
Styles Peak and descending to Mad Tom Notch. A
good amount of leaves had fallen. My path was
sufficiently cluttered. Winter was ever more present.

Shelter. A group of hikers that I had seen by Griffith’s

On a patch of grass beside a gravel parking lot,

shore were settling in for the night. It would be nice to

I snacked and chatted with dayhikers on the move.

have company tonight. I introduced myself.

Most seemed knowledgeable, but a few appeared
clueless. It is important for everyone to be connected to

21 October 2007
Peru Peak’s interior was dark, but light shone
outside the shelter. I crept from my sleeping bag,
wanting to get breakfast made before the others rose.
Allan, however, was already at the picnic table.

just don’t want to be inconvenienced by performing a
rescue.
As I stood to get moving again, the AMC
group drove into the lot. They had left one vehicle

He smiled as he brewed coffee and mixed powdered

beside me while another was left were they had finished

eggs.

hiking. Along their morning walk, they had met a
Allan is an expedition leader in the Appalachian

trail maintainer. He told them that the access road to

Mountain Club’s (AMC) Berkshire chapter. The AMC

Mount Greylock was closed. This could complicate my

maintains trail systems in New Hampshire,

intended finish.

Massachusetts, and Connecticut. In each state there are

The terrain climbed painlessly to the top of

zones or chapters. AMC members living in or around

Bromley ski area. I passed a cracked cement tower

a certain zone are invited to join these chapters for

adorned with an AT symbol pointing north and south.

volunteer work, educational events, and backpacking

I crossed the bald summit and entered a warming hut

trips. Including Allan, four AMC members had come

just below the fire tower.

from as far as Boston to join the overnight excursion.
Last night by lamp light, all six inhabitants of
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nature and exercise that connection as they see fit. I

I found a working telephone inside and called
my folks. I went back outside and toured with my

Peru Peak Shelter played card games and teased one

camera. The visibility was stunning in all directions. A

another as if old friends. I enjoyed the company

polarized filter before the lens cut haze and dug into

immensely, but wanted to get moving on this clear

Earth tones. Satisfied, I packed up and headed down

morning.

to Routes 11 and 30.

I had decided to pass the night in Manchester
Center. The Red Sox were one game away from

laundromat if she could benefit from a donation. She
said she knew someone else who could.

clinching the American League Championship Series
and I wanted to be privy to history repeating itself.

I walked out of town and thumbed. Another
hitchhiker passed my spot. He wasn’t wearing
backpacker garb, however. He simply wore a

22 October 2007
I awoke staring at the world outside. Sunlight

sweatshirt and an Army-issued rucksack. I asked him
where he was going. Home, he said.

stretched across the back lawn. There was one, white

I eventually got a ride with a school teacher. As

chair in the middle of the green. The image struck me

we drove east on Routes 11 and 30, we passed the

as poetic.

other hitcher. He eyed us. I made no effort to return

Frank Sutton, the owner of Sutton’s Place, a
quaint hostel, left a “goodie-bag” outside my door. In

the gaze. Something about him didn’t sit right with
me.

it were granola bars, a pack of gum, and a razor

Following the trail proved difficult as I walked

accompanied by a small envelope. I stuffed payment

over a sea of golden leaves. My concentration was

inside and propped the envelope on the bedside table.

abruptly jilted by a small, furry discovery.

Frank wasn’t up. I figured he knew I’d be out early.
Mountains far beyond town were silhouetted in

In the center of the trail was a small rodent that
didn’t seem to belong in the forest. I approximated it

the sky. Mist and haze rounded the range, flowing one

to be a caramel-colored ferret or mink. A predator

peak into the next. I walked into the laundromat to

had sunk its teeth into the animals neck and abdomen,

flush oils and dirt from my clothing.

but had left the prey in this spot. It was my

I set the dials and walked to the post office to

understanding that most predators eat what they kill.

pick up a food drop.
I switched to the dryer when I returned. I ate

After passing Prospect Rock’s sheer cliff, I
settled into a long, five mile stretch. Terrain went up

several donuts from the shop next door while The

and down until I found myself circling Stratton Pond.

Today Show advertised winter fashion. I don’t care

Calm water reflected warm, failing light. I heard

about fashion, but every time I looked away from the

voices.

television, I found myself returning to the screen.
I packed my rations only to discover that once
again I had excess. I asked the owner of the

The Green Mountain Club typically hires a
caretaker for the Stratton Pond Shelter and campsites.
I discovered three people fitting this bill today.
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54 GMC caretakers at Stratton Pond

Massaging my feet inside Story Spring Shelter

I snapped several photos of the sky and water
and joked with the caretakers.
Hiking to the shelter, I discovered that I was

I parked my backpack in a natural windbreaker. I loaded my pockets with lunch and climbed
toward the pinnacle of the enclosed fire tower. Each

not alone. My bunk mate, however, was fast asleep

step higher was matched with uncertainty. The

and out of sight.

structure, though apparently solid, shuddered and
rattled in the wind. The perch listed to the point that I

23 October 2007
I stumbled out of the shelter in the middle of the
night and stepped into overpowering moonlight. The
orb was yet full, but I could differentiate blades of

might as well have been standing on a barge of
floating ice. Needless to say, I didn’t have much of an
appetite.
I stopped short of the crossing at Kelly Road to

grass and limbs from branches. I marked my territory

massage my hips. My pack’s belt had not been resting

at a distance. The air was still and calm. I wanted to

correctly on the bone. I freed myself and worked the

release a primal scream, but didn’t want to frighten

muscle. As the kink left, rain returned.

my bunk mate.
After breakfast, I fetched water and chatted

I arrived behind Story Spring Shelter. As I
approached, I imagined meeting the mysterious man

with the caretakers. Down from the shelter came my

again. I imagined him waiting there for me at the

bunk mate -- the same man I saw hitchhiking the day

open mouth of the structure. I ask him his business,

before. The same man who said that he was headed

but he only stares meekly. We’re the only two people

home had walked nearly eleven miles into the

for miles.

wilderness and slept above me. I was unsettled,

But, the man wasn’t there. I was alone. I

especially by his antisocial demeanor which failed to

pumped water from a trickling spring, changed into

connect me to any previous meeting. The man

warm clothing, and stretched.

disappeared down an opposite trail and I hoped that
would be the last I would see of him. I returned to my
new friends and my unease erased.
The three mile ascent of Stratton Mountain was

I did this for some time with no other reason
than it being all I wanted to do.
I made a cup of hot chocolate and prepared
dinner. I picked my head up periodically from an

a pleasant surprise. I plugged at a confident, even pace

engrossing National Geographic article to gaze into

and reached the weather-blown summit ahead of

swelling mist and rain.

expectations.

Only four days remain.
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Two tenths of a mile from camp, I passed a

toward the sky. It appeared sturdy, but one never
knows. I debated climbing. I didn’t expect to have any

bog. Last night’s reading was instantly crystallized.

sort of view. I only expected to condensate the lens of

The September 2007 issue of National Geographic

my camera. I figured that I should at least try.

provided an intriguing article about near perfectly
preserved "bog men."
In Northern Europe during the Iron Age (400
BC - 400 AD), many people believed that bogs were

Surprisingly, I could see for miles in just about
every direction. Gaps in grey sky to the west exposed
blue and gold.
I photographed valleys and sequences of

portals to supernatural realms. It is believed that the

mountaintops. I then turned my attention to my

bodies of thieves, dissidents, failed or even exalted

immediate surroundings, filling my frame with

royalty were sentenced to the bogs. For a number of

nothing but conifers.

scientific reasons, time turned skin into dark, rich

Normally, we look at these foundations of our

leather that encased crushed bone and final meal

ecosystem from the ground up or from a vista many

selections. Most interesting was that some of the bodies

miles away. Looking down on the trees at such a close

found in layers of thick, peat moss still had hair

angle seemed to empower them. They weren’t passive

attached to the scalp.

objects. They were strong, wise, and ageless.

I shivered. The sight of the bog before me
spoke of death. Trees bent like sick waifs. Pools of
water between mud glistened like thick, frothy oil
slicks.

I spent last night at Goddard Shelter, shy of
Glastenbury’s summit. At some dark, early hour I

I moved on, but the image seemed to repeat

awoke shivering. I was wearing all of my clothes

itself. Vapor and cold filled dark glens and kissed

inside a thin liner bag, which was inside my sleeping

lichen.

bag, which were all inside a bivouac sac. I will retire
Solitude was welcomed even though my

surroundings were dreary. I didn’t entertain much

my sleeping bag when I finish the trail.
Patches of blue appeared through tightly-gauzed

introspection. Perhaps now my mind and heart were

cloud. I stayed in my bag as I made breakfast, but

ready to absorb new experiences.

slowly came out as the need to hike increased.

I followed the trail to the summit of
Glastenbury Mountain. Another fire tower reached
56
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Portals to another world

Wise and ageless
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Determined to finish strong

The angle of the sun overhead became greater.
Then, miraculously, the sky cleared.
The walk from the shelter was not steep nor

After reaching the summit of Mount Katahdin,
he hitchhiked back to Hanover to complete the sections
he’d skipped.

difficult. The sun, in its autumn arc, cast long, deep

When I told Bigfoot I had thru-hiked the AT in

shadows. I warmed considerably, eventually stripping

2003, he raised his eyebrows. 2003 was considered the

from rain gear to shorts and a T-shirt. The weather

“wet” year. Alumni have earned respect among the

proved to be quite a reversal from only hours ago.

hiking community from proceeding years.

In no time I had trekked just over four miles.

My day started before sunrise. I lowered my

The Glastenbury Mountain fire tower was merely a

food bag from the tree where I’d hung it. A critter

small blip on one of several distant mountaintops

had gotten into my rations even though I’d rigged

behind me. I stopped to rest at an overlook of Little

them out of reach. Bigfoot’s bag was untouched,

Pond. The view wasn’t the best, but the sun’s rays

however. He had arranged his gear around his food

were comforting. I dried out a T-shirt and a pair of

bag into a defensive contraption inside the shelter.

shorts on a rock. I snacked and drank lemonade as I
listened to my quiet surroundings.
I know more about what I want for my life

Roadside Route 9, a young woman named Jill
and her chocolate-colored cat Coco picked me up.
Coco watched traffic like a wide-eyed dog. Jill was a

now. And I know that it will take time to achieve all

confident twenty-three year-old. Not many young

of it. It took many years for roots to take hold and

women pick up older, smelly guys on the side of the

saplings to mature. Placing one foot in front of the

road.

other is what I’ll have to do.

Jill dropped me off shy of the post office. I
resupplied with what I needed and donated the excess.
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I was not alone last night at the Melville
Nauheim Shelter. Bigfoot will finish a flip flop of the
Appalachian Trail tomorrow in the town of

At a nearby gas station, I phoned my mother and
father. They didn’t pick up. I decided to kill time by
having breakfast at a Friendly’s across the street.
When I called back I spoke with my mother.

Bennington. He started his 2100-mile thru-hike in

We coordinated my pick up tomorrow at the trailhead

Georgia this past spring. When he reached

of the Pine Cobble Trail in Williamstown,

Bennington, he decided to hitchhike to Hanover, New

Massachusetts. The summit of Mount Greylock was

Hampshire and continue toward Maine from there.

inaccessible by vehicle.
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The Pine Cobble trailhead would be a suitable
departure point.
I was suddenly excited to see my mother. I was

that ran from a beaver pond. I ascended a long,
sloping shoulder toward Consulation Peak. Clouds
obscured the sun. Wind produced a steady chill.

excited to finish the trail. But there were still miles to
hike and I was intent on enjoying them.
I tried hitching out of town from three different
spots. I had no luck after over an hour. I was

Night was nowhere in sight as I stumbled into
Seth Warner Shelter. I had pushed myself and
succeeded. I couldn’t have asked for a better final, full
day on the Long Trail.

mortified.
Hitching from trail towns has never been a
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problem. People know me. I’m a hiker. It’s not like
I’m trying to get to Boston from Cedar Rapids. I

preoccupied. The Long Trail had challenged me. It

don’t carry a butcher’s knife. Bennington is a college

had helped me process accumulated psychic energy. I

town after all.

had cycled through failures and successes to the point

I eventually did get a ride from a guy about
my age. I didn’t think he was intending on going my
direction as he pulled into a parking lot and turned

that I was now free of them. I was ready for the
future.
Six miles was all that remained. I took my time

around. Adding to that, he asked if I had marijuana.

at the shelter, chatting with Bigfoot and two section

When I said that I didn’t, conversation went flat. I

hikers. The rain tapered off and the other hikers left. I

didn’t mind being fingered a user. It got me out of

enjoyed the dreary and wet morning. It was somehow

town that day.

fitting weather for my last day. I put my boots on.

It was already close to noon when I embarked

Portions of the trail were flooded, but I

on ten miles of trail. I walked two, challenging miles to

stomped right through. Most likely, my mother will

Harmon Hill in less than one hour. I thought that I

pick me up in her Lexus SUV.

could do the next two and a half miles in an equal
amount of time. I did just that, arriving at Congdon
Shelter.
Roughly seven miles were now ahead. I decided
to test myself by attempting the remainder in two and
a half hours. The trail swung low, crossing a stream
60

I didn’t sleep particularly well. My mind was

Suddenly, I reached the end. I was on the
border between Massachusetts and Vermont.
I had completed the full 272 miles of Vermont’s
Long Trail.
I took off my pack and revealed my camera.
The lens fogged instantly.

Filtering water at Hell Hollow Brook

Signing the register on Harmon Hill
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I could wait for lens to acclimate, but decided
to simply return the camera into my pack.
It makes sense that the last moment of a

We were on the road early. Sunlight rose over
trees and colorful leaves. Deerfield River was deep blue

chronicled, personal journey be shared with the only

and fields of grass were golden. I was reminded of

one who accomplished it. The entropy will be publicly

Norman Rockwell, who lived and died in northern

shown in print, I reasoned, but the pinnacle will be

Massachusetts.

private in my mind.
I tapped a plaque welcoming hikers northbound

We arrived at my family’s home in
Connecticut. I caught up with my brother then cleaned

toward Canada. I also signed a trail register. I wrote

my gear before seasonal storage. My father and I took

encouraging words to myself, others, and thanked the

a ride to the shopping mall. I gave him the abridged

Green Mountain Club for their hard work in

version of my journey.

maintaining a glorious wilderness pathway.
I lingered a moment longer then moved on.

A full beard adorns my face. It’s symbolic of
duration and change. I recognize myself when I look

Even though I was done with the trail, I was not out

in the mirror. I don’t see the white man back from

of the forest yet. I hiked with the same purpose and

West Africa. I see the person who’s heart never left

speed as I had each preceding day.

America’s wilderness.

I splintered from the Appalachian Trail and

After a satisfying dinner prepared by my

descended the Pine Cobble Trail. The trail was

mother, the four of us go to the movies. I had wanted

blanketed with basketball-size fragments of pink and

to see Into The Wild for some time and was delighted to

white rock. Each was wet and obtusely angled as if

find that my family wanted to join me.

inviting injury.
I left the cobbles, passed groves thick with pine,
and skirted a development of McMansions. I wondered
if these people even knew what was in their backyard.
A paved road came into view. Across the street,

Into The Wild concerns a young man who left all
he knew and lived as a drifter until his untimely death.
There are many parallels between my life and
that of Christopher McCandless, the main character.
We both wanted something more from life and we

on a patch of gravel, was my mother’s vehicle. I shed

both knew this wasn’t something alive in American

my pack and wet layers into the trunk. Once dry, I

society or, dare I say, any society.

was the proud recipient of a hug.
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Nature and beyond held answers for us. Yet,

emergency electrolyte tablets; Library: two black pens,

while there are many similarities between McCandless

journal, Long Trail waterproof map, Long Trail End-

and myself, there is one, glaring difference.

To-Ender's Guide, GMC membership card, paperback

I came home.

fiction; Miscellaneous: single-blade knife, headlamp with
batteries, basic sewing kit.

Gear List
Osprey 85 internal frame backpack,blazeorange pack cover, three-section hiking poles. Bedding:
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